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Image: Detailed structure of RNA polymerase bound to a promoter in the bacteria, Thermus
thermophilus (Zhang et al., 2012).

Prologue

The first step in the Central Dogma requires information to be copied from DNA into RNA via
transcription. At least 90% of the DNA in all species—regardless of the proportion of the DNA
that is intronic or repeated—is transcribed. We know the most about transcription of 3 types
of structural genes—those that make mRNA, rRNA and tRNA. In bacteria, the same machine
transcribes all 3 types. Each open reading frame has what we call a cis-acting regulatory
region called the promoter. Promoter sequences in pro- and eukaryotes differ, but their basic
architecture is similar—the control regions comprise short conserved sequences clustered on the
5′ end of the coding strand.
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1 Readings

� Required readings: §17.3, §17.4, §17.5, §17.6, §17.8 of the textbook (Krebs et al., 2018).

2 Core exercises

1. Outline the 3 phases of transcription; supply the proper names and give an outline of the
main processes occurring in each.

2. What are the functions of the β, β′ and σ subunits of the RNA polymerase holoenzyme?

3. Does the RNA polymerase holoenzyme tend to bind at promoters first, or just randomly
on the DNA?

4. Describe the −10 and −35 conserved elements in the promoters of bacterial genes.

3 Intermediate exercises

5. How are the dynamics of the core RNA transcription complex changed when it is bound
to σ?

6. Describe the 3 hypotheses explaining how the RNA polymerase holoenzyme finds pro-
moters.

4 Advanced exercises

7. Are the 3 hypotheses explaining how RNA polymerase holoenzyme finds promoters (that
you explained in the previous section) mutually exclusive? Explain why or why not.

8. Explain what the following notation means: T80 A95 T45 A60 A50 T96.
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